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Summary1
International law, international regulations, national law, specific statistical regulations, Code of Practice, Privacy, ISO 27001 (Information security) and ISO 9001 (Quality management systems). These are some of the ‘rules’ that National Statistical Institutes have to work with. In this paper we look at the why and how of these rules:
why should we follow these rules, how to manage these rules and how to transform
them into practice. Even if an NSI complies with all principles of the Code of Practice
for European Statistics, it is still necessary to have external proof of commitment to
process and product quality as well as to privacy and security. We argue that to
achieve and to communicate quality of official statistics, it is essential that national
statistical institutes adopt some system of quality by design, i.e. formal quality certifi2
cation, e.g. ISO or EFQM. Such an external proof is necessary in order to maintain
public trust in statistics. But quality does not come by itself. The statistics that are
actually produced, must have sufficient quality. So we also need a quality culture that
provides a production and work environment in which quality is embedded. In essence, the quality culture should be based on the principles that the staff of NSIs are
professionals and are responsible for the quality of their products. But their main task
is to produce statistics, not to understand all those rules mentioned before. Therefore the only way to make them involved is to make them the real owners of quality;
this should be our goal for the years to come. It requires embodiment of the quality
culture in work processes, management, and guidelines, based on Total Quality Management and plan-do-check-act cycles.
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statistical quality, privacy, certification, ISO, EFQM, LOM, TQM, PDCA, Lean Six Sigma
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ISO without number refers to the general set of ISO standards that are relevant for NSIs, in particular ISO
9001 (Quality management systems) and ISO 27001 (Information security).
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1. Introduction
Our society is becoming increasingly more complex and dynamic, with many interactions between social and economic agents. This has four consequences for the role of
information in our society.
First, it has made information an essential element in the functioning of society: it
makes it possible for agents to cooperate, to act and to react (Shapiro and Varian,
1999). One part of this information is composed of signals, more or less implicit messages which contain some information and point to some interpretation of it. For
example, an advertisement that shows the price of a product, may also give the impression of quality, and even the price itself may convey or suggest information
about the quality of the product. But the message about the quality is usually implicit
or hidden, and it is costly to obtain precise information.
Secondly, because of the increasing complexity and the increasing reliance on information, information has become so important, that agents in society have become
critical towards the quality and truthfulness of information. For example, in the European Union (EU), trust in the media (radio, TV, press, internet) is less than 50 percent.
A politician has even said: “A fact is just another opinion” and someone else: “The
official unemployment figure is just another opinion.”
Thirdly, the internet, and more generally, the digitalization of society, has made it
possible to disseminate information in huge masses. This makes it difficult for users
of information to separate the wheat from the chaff.
And fourthly, the production process of information is sometimes complex, which
makes it hard to form an opinion about its quality. This holds in particular for official
statistics. In the last 50 years we have seen shifts from censuses to surveys to administrative data to big data. The concept and practice of censuses and administrative
data are easy to understand: basically it is just counting. But surveys use complex
methods for sampling, weighing and correcting for nonresponse; and these methods
are based on a whole separate science of survey methodology. Also, methods have
become increasingly complex over time. And with big data we are possibly going
even further in modeling the relations between variables and between data sets
(Braaksma and Zeelenberg, 2015; Zeelenberg, 2016).
All these developments and trends have made it difficult for external users to judge
the quality of information. In this paper we will look at the consequences for statistics. In section 2 we discuss trust in statistics, quality and certification. In section 3 we
will look at tools supporting quality, in section 4 at recent evaluations of the quality
management at Statistics Netherlands (CBS), and in section 6 at recent changes and
proposals for changes in our quality management system. Section 7 gives a summary
and some conclusions.
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2. Quality and trust in statistics
2.1

Trust in statistics

Statistics are an indispensable element in a democratic society. They form the basis
for evidence-based policies and for the public discussion about these policies. This
means that the quality of statistics must be undisputed: it is socially ineffective and
inefficient when discussions about social problems and policies are marred and frustrated by quarrels about the data. However, in the previous subsection we have seen
that it is difficult for users to judge the quality of information. In essence this means
that users will have to trust official statistical information, without being able to verify its quality.
In many countries, trust in official statistics as such is rather high. Recent surveys in
Australia, Denmark and the United Kingdom show that around 60 per cent of the
population say that they trust official statistics; when we leave out those without an
opinion, the figure rises even to nearly 90 per cent (NatCen, 2015). However, a large
part, around 75 per cent, of the population does not have trust in the way the statistics are being used or presented by the government and the media.
A 2015 Eurobarometer survey (TNS, 2015), found lower percentages of trust. Of European citizens who have expressed an opinion, more than 50 per cent do no trust
official statistics; this has risen somewhat compared to the results of Eurobarometer
surveys in 2007 and 2009 (TNS, 2007, 2009). However, in the Netherlands, the level
of trust has fallen from 77 per cent in 2007 to 69 per cent in 2009 and risen to 72 per
cent in 2015, still one of the highest in the EU. From 2009 to 2015, trust in official
statistics has risen sharply in Malta (62%, +19 percentage points) and the UK (44%,
+11), but fallen sharply in many countries, amongst others, Cyprus (39%, -22), Spain
(27%, -16), Slovakia (42%, -13), Austria (42%, -11), Greece (45%, -11), and Belgium
(48%, -10).
Thus, although part of the problem does not seem to lie with NSIs but with the government and the media, it is obvious that trust in official statistics must be a point of
concern.

2.2

Building trust in statistics

So on the one hand, it is difficult if not impossible for users to judge the quality of
official statistics. And on the other hand, the public does not as a whole seem to trust
official statistics.
As described in the previous subsection, the government and the media, as professional users of statistics, also play a role here. The public does not seem to trust the
way they present and use official statistics. This attitude can be influenced by the
communication policies of NSIs. We should not regard ourselves as only data producers, but as providers of information. So we should engage in statistical-story telling,
by not only providing data but at the least also show how the data should be interpreted (Zeelenberg, 2015).
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But we should also look at the quality itself of our statistics. Even for such an important statistic as the growth of GNP, we have some quality problems (Zwijnenburg,
2015). This cannot and does not remain hidden from our users. So we need to improve the quality of our most important statistics.
But when the quality of our products is in our own view “fit for use,” we must still
cope with users who cannot judge the quality. To maintain public confidence in official statistics in this age of extreme public openness and public criticism, it is mandatory that this trust is somehow corroborated.
There are already several quality checks in official statistics. Internally, many national
statistical institutes (NSIs) hold statistical audits. Externally, there are reviews of the
main macro-economic statistics, such as the ROSC missions by the IMF, the checks
and the ESA decisions by Eurostat, and the reports by the European Court of Auditors.
But in some sense, mostly it is still statisticians checking other statisticians. So we are
led to conclude that certification of the statistical production processes and outputs
by means of an independent standard, such as ISO or EFQM, is necessary for this
corroboration.

3. Our commitment to quality
The mission of Statistics Netherlands is to publish reliable and coherent statistical
information that meets the needs of society. In view of this mission, the quality of the
statistical information must be guaranteed. The confidence of our users in figures
3
with the brand CBS is very high. Naturally, we want to nourish this trust in our statistics. As we have seen in the previous section, this will require external proof by
means of certification. But quality does not come by itself. It must be explicitly addressed in the statistical production processes that produce statistics.
For this reason Statistics Netherlands has introduced a system of quality assurance
based on the highest international criteria. Statistics Netherlands aims to be one the
best performing statistical institutes in an international perspective in terms of quality, without using complex and detailed quality systems.
Quality management at Statistics Netherlands focuses on guiding and informing statisticians. It is based on two principles:
1. Every statistical team are responsible for their own quality,
2. Staff of Statistics Netherlands are conscientious professionals.
It is not efficient nor would it be acceptable for staff members in a modern organization, if we were to check every action of every statistician in every statistical process.
Simply put, we cannot have an auditor standing behind each statistician. So to
achieve quality we have to rely to a very large extent on the statistical conscience and
statistical expertise of statisticians and managers. In other words: in our NSIs, we
have to create, and rely on, a quality culture. Such a quality culture does not arise
itself or happen spontaneously. It is the embodiment of existing knowledge and prac-

3

CBS is the abbreviation of Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek, the Dutch name of Statistics Netherlands.
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tice and of previous experience. This fits in with the PDCA (Plan-Do-Check-Act) cycle
emphasized by the ISO 9001 standard on quality management as well as with the
4
objectivity principle from the European Statistical Law. So we need to embody quality and quality culture in management and work guidelines and tools, and embed
these in a PDCA cycle.

4. Tools supporting quality
At Statistics Netherlands we have 4 major tools that support quality: quality guidelines, statistical audits, self-assessments and process descriptions.

4.1

Quality Guidelines: our main tool

The general framework for quality management at Statistics Netherlands is set by the
Statistics Netherlands Quality Guidelines. Our Quality Guidelines integrate all relevant
international, national and Statistics Netherlands’ regulations and other rules about
statistical processes and products, and provide a basis for the organization of design,
production and quality management; see Figure 1.
At this moment there are 40 sources for the quality guidelines. The Quality Guidelines contribute to:
– achievement of Statistics Netherlands’ mission;
– achievement of Statistics Netherlands’ core values: reliability, relevance, consistency and timeliness. Statistics Netherlands also takes due care with regard to
privacy and confidentiality;
– conformity with legislation;
– the trust of all stakeholders in Statistics Netherlands and its products;
– stakeholder satisfaction with the products of Statistics Netherlands;
– the image and reputation of Statistics Netherlands;
– the transparency of Statistics Netherlands.
Moreover, the Quality Guidelines:
– serve as input and explanatory notes for the audit framework;
– serve as input and explanatory notes in setting the self-assessment questions;
– provide a framework for statistical process redesign and adaptations;
– ensure conformity with existing lower-level frameworks.

4

An additional advantage is that the PDCA cycle implies continuous improvement and so emphasizes the
responsibility of statisticians for improving their daily activities.
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4.2

Statistical audits

Our 18 key statistics and 78 most important statistical processes comprise products
which are very important for the image and reputation of the institute. They are
subject to statistical audits on a regular basis.
An audit team evaluates these processes every three years. The audits are managed
by a central department according to ISO 19011 (Guidelines for auditing management systems). The auditors themselves are all internal statisticians and methodologists. Audits are reported directly to the director-general. The results of
Figure 1. Quality Guidelines: Sources and Uses

Sources

Uses

International
frameworks:

Auditing

IMF DQAF
StatLaw
Code of Practice
ESS Quality Assurance
framework
…

National frameworks:
Statistics Netherlands
Act,
Personal Data Protection
Act,
Public Service Data
Security Regulations
…

Statistics Netherlands guidelines
and Board resolutions:

Business architecture,
Classification guidelines,
Coding rules, Method
Series,
Publication regulations,
Data collection policy
Quality Document, …

Quality
Guidelines

Selfassessment

the audits are used by process owners to plan improvement actions. The audit
framework is fully consistent with the Quality Guidelines. The director-general can
also order an audit on other processes on an ad hoc basis or in the case of an emergency.
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4.3

Self-assessments

All statistical processes are required to complete a self-assessment about its quality:
each year for the key statistics and most important statistical processes, and at least
once every three years for the other statistical processes. The self-assessment questionnaire is fully consistent with the Quality Guidelines. The purpose of the selfassessment is to identify points for improvement. Process owners compile action
plans based on the results of the self-assessment.

4.4

Process descriptions

Quality Documents are mandatory for all 280 statistical processes. These documents
contain a process description, a list of information systems, a list of relevant documentation, agreements with data users and data suppliers, a completed selfassessment, and an action plan. The Quality Document is regularly updated: yearly
for the key statistics and most important statistical processes and three-yearly for
other statistical processes. The update process is planned and monitored.

5. Evaluations of quality management
5.1

Evaluation of the audit program

In 2013 we have evaluated our system of quality assurance and in particular the audit
program. The evaluation of our audit program concluded that our audits were widely
accepted but that they were very costly and had a long completion time (cf. Booleman and Zeelenberg, 2012). A single audit took at average about 850 working hours
and half a year to complete. In times of shrinking budgets we could not afford to go
on with those audits and our clients told us that although the quality of our reports
was good, the completion time was too long. They wanted to act faster on imperfections and did not want to wait half a year before the final audit results were presented.
The only way to make the program cheaper and faster was to diminish the number of
audit items. Until 2013 we audited on the whole of the quality guidelines (approximately 254 norms). We tested a system with roughly 100 norms and maxima were
set on costs (450 hours) and completion time (4 months). The test was successful and
we have since then implemented this new kind of audit.
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5.2

External proof

In 2014 there was a big issue in The Netherlands on privacy: a healthcare authority
had not enough protected its data about individuals. This acted as a trigger to start
with external certification of our privacy protection, ‘external’ because we want to
deliver an independent proof to the public.
In 2015 we got our first certificate privacy proof. We concluded not only that this is a
good method to prove to the public our involvement with privacy but also that it
helps us to improve our information security system. The approach consists of three
steps: a fit-gap analysis, filling the gap, and certification. The statistical departments
appreciated this approach very much, in particular because turn-around time was
brief and there was, in the second step, scope for actual improvements. So we decided to go further with privacy certification, and in 2018 all processes of Statistics
Netherlands will be proven privacy proof.
In the meantime the Dutch government has required its departments to meet the
information security standard ISO 27001. To achieve this, Statistics Netherlands has
made a roadmap, based on a fit-gap analysis; in 2017 Statistics Netherlands was certified for ISO 27001 and in 2018 for the ESS IT Security Framework.

5.3

Peer Review

The 2015 ESS Peer Review on compliance with the Code of Practice in the Netherlands was very positive. The Peer Review team concluded that Statistics Netherlands,
and by extension the production of European statistics in the Netherlands, is very
highly and uniformly compliant with all principles of the Code of Practice. But the
peer review also concluded: Statistics Netherlands should take measures to embed
more deeply its quality management and assurance procedures throughout the organization and consider also, in the context of external communication, the adoption
of recognized industry standard quality assurance/certification systems. At Statistics
Netherlands, we have therefore taken the decision to certify the statistical production processes according to the ISO 9001 standard on quality management. We have
established a program that aims at having certified most processes before 2019.
For several reasons, Statistics Netherlands has chosen the general qualitymanagement standard ISO 9001 instead of ISO 20252, that specifically pertains to
market, opinion and social research. First, ISO 9001 focuses on product quality and
customer satisfaction, which are exactly the topics which are of most interest for
Statistics Netherlands. By improving those elements and by emphasizing the plan-docheck-act cycle, we believe we can make a step forward. We think we will benefit
most if we improve the management system from the level of individual teams up to
the level of the board. Additional reasons are
– ISO 9001 is widely adopted, accepted and known (more than 1 million certificates).
– ISO 20252 is more a niche product. In the Netherlands well known certifying bodies do not certify ISO 20252.
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– ISO 9001 can also be used for IT (beside ISO 27001) and for other non-statistical
processes. So each process, not only statistical ones, of Statistics Netherlands can
introduce ISO 9001.
– Statistics Netherlands has introduced Lean Six Sigma as a tool for improving the
operation of all its processes, not only the statistical ones (Smekens and Zeelenberg, 2015).

6. The way forward
These decisions lead to some challenges:
– How to manage this as a quality department and how can we make this understandable and manageable for our colleagues?
– How to cope with all those rules?
In our vision we maintain our main tool; our Quality Guidelines. This is our theoretical
backbone. On the other hand we try to combine the information about our weaknesses to create a new approach.
First of all the guidelines have to evolve. At present we try to integrate all relevant
regulations and rules into our Quality Guidelines. At this moment the Quality Guidelines is a book of almost 200 pages. We cannot continue this way, otherwise the
guidelines will increase and increase. We have to think carefully about the way to go;
keeping our backbone but also keeping it manageable and usable as a reference book.
‘Reference’ because we cannot expect the statisticians to read this book before creating a new process. ‘Book’ because we do not know if a printed or electronic book is
a good form to maintain the guidelines, maybe a database or another form of virtual
collection is a better way.
The problem with all those rules is the sheer number of rules and the theoretical
language. Therefore we have to diminish the number of rules our colleagues are
confronted by. The present Quality Guidelines are a collection of all the sources, as
shown in Figure 1. Instead, we could derive from this collection more concrete statistical rules and norms (quality controls), so translate the sources into rules and norms
that may be directly applied in statistical production processes. In other words, the
present Quality Guidelines are seen more as an intermediate step than as a final
product. Additionally, we may collecting them into easy to understand themes, which
do not need much explication and which do not have a lot of subtopics. These
themes should have common names, for instance quality management, data protection, information security, resources, methodology, publication regulations.
For the different subjects in a theme it has to be decided if the rule is relevant on a
general level or on a specific level. For instance for Statistics Netherlands a lot of
rules on resources and IT, security, privacy and data protection are arranged on a
general level, i.e. at the level of the NSI as a whole. This means that individual managers of specific statistical processes do not have any influence at all. As a consequence they should not be asked how they organize these central items. On a specific
level, i.e. at the level of a team or process, one should only be questioned on subjects
for which the manager has direct responsibility.
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All these themes are copied to the general and specific self-assessments with simple
yes/no questions. A simple start question is: “did you change your production process in the last year?” If you did change your process you have to check more than if
you did not.
Questions to be asked every year are for instance “did you evaluate your input with
your supplier”, “did you evaluate your products with your customers”, “are all intermediate files removed”, and “did you check the access permissions to the data.”
Questions about classification and methodology do not need to be asked every year,
depending on the importance of the process. For instance, you can ask from the
consumer price index or from unemployment statistics to check, or better to have
checked by internal or external experts, their methodology every three years but for
statistics about slaughtering or forestry a period of once every ten years seems
enough. It is up to the Board of Statistics Netherlands to decide about such things.
Today a self-assessment has 37 pages, in our view the challenge is to create selfassessments of a maximum of two pages. A self-assessment is in first instance used
to identify gaps. If there are gaps the process owner has to calculate the risk involved
and make a decision: will I reduce the risk and if so, when? Both general selfassessments and specific self-assessments are input for internal and external audits.
Every process should be audited every year. Within Statistics Netherlands we have
about 280 statistical processes but resources are limited, so we have to work very
efficient. Therefore we start with grouping statistics in clusters. One criterion can be
‘relative importance of the subject’. This means that more important statistics are
more frequently audited. Another possible criterion is ‘management processes’. We
start to audit one process from an owner and if that is all right and the rest of the
processes have an identical management process, a quick scan is enough.
Every audit begins with the self-assessment and we can focus on a selection of
themes. Every year we can take a different selection and we can even use different
selections for different statistical processes. In our vision the quality department
determines the selection according to the maximal possible benefit for the organization. The selection consists of three parts: a random part equal for every process. A
part decided as ‘general interest’, also for every process. And finally a part specific for
a certain process. This last part is based on the self-assessment and our knowledge of
a process.
The way we audit will also change. Until now the approach was: “tell me what you
are doing and I will tell you what is right and what is wrong.” The new approach is:
“prove to me that you are in control.” In the past it took a lot of time find gaps.
Therefore auditors had to understand the documentation and the process. Now we
are asking our colleagues to share their knowledge and to show us that they are
aware of their weaknesses and the way they handle them. So we change from ‘to
control’ to ‘in control’.
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7. Summary
First, for external users quality is difficult to judge. In essence this means that users
will have to trust official statistical information. To maintain this public confidence in
official statistics in this age of extreme public openness and public criticism, it is
mandatory that this trust is somehow corroborated. Certification of the statistical
production processes and outputs by means of an independent standard, such as ISO
or EFQM, is necessary for this corroboration.
Secondly, it is not efficient nor would it be acceptable for staff members, if we were
to check every action of every statistician in every statistical process. Simply put, we
cannot have an auditor standing behind each statistician. So to achieve quality we
have to rely to a very large extent on the statistical conscience and statistical expertise of statisticians and managers. Such a quality culture comes not by itself, but
needs to be achieved by embodying it in management and work guidelines, based for
example on Lean Operational Management (LOM), and needs to be supplemented by
additional means such as quality sessions.
Thirdly, the proof of the pudding is in the eating, and so we must ensure that quality
is actually embodied in the statistical products that are being disseminated. For this
we need a variety of tools, such as implementation of statistical quality from the start
in development of statistical processes, quality guidelines, and quality indicators,
supplemented by a plan-do-check-act (PDCA) cycle that is an essential element of
various quality systems such as TQM and Lean Six Sigma.
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Explanation of symbols
Empty cell
.
*
**
2017–2018
2017/2018
2017/’18
2015/’16–2017/’18

Figure not applicable
Figure is unknown, insufficiently reliable or confidential
Provisional figure
Revised provisional figure
2017 to 2018 inclusive
Average for 2017 to 2018 inclusive
Crop year, financial year, school year, etc., beginning in 2017 and ending in 2018
Crop year, financial year, etc., 2015/’16 to 2017/’18 inclusive
Due to rounding, some totals may not correspond to the sum of the separate figures.
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